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1: [Solved] Problem installing oracle forms and reports - CodeProject
Hi Fernando, I am glad that the issue is fixed but this is really weird because in there is no such problem and I can
confirm this. If the issue was there in then all customer using will face that problem and I can assure you that that is not
the case.

To enable an Administrator shell session, right-click on the Command Prompt shortcut and select Run as
Administrator. The shell that opens will indicate that it has Administrator privileges in its title bar, as shown in
the following figure. In order to complete the configuration, Windows DOS shells must be run with
Administrator permissions and Unix shells must be owned by the same user who performed the installation for
example, oracle. Failure to follow this instruction may result in the configuration failing silently. Follow these
steps to configure Oracle Reports using the Config Wizard. Run the config wizard using config. In the Create
Domain page, choose Create New expanded domain, and enter the desired domain home path. The Templates
screen appears. Skip Reports Upgrade Only Template; this is only used for upgrades. The Application
Location screen appears. Keep the default value for Application location. The Administrator Account screen
appears. Enter the WebLogic Domain administration username and password. Select the Domain Mode either
Development or Production. For our purposes, select Production. The Database Configuration Type screen
appears. Select Vendor and Driver from the drop-down lists. Enter the Schema Owner and Schema Password.
Schema Owner value refers to the schemas created while running the Repository Creation Utility RCU in a
previous step of the installation process. You should receive a success message. These instructions assume
each Repository schema uses the same password. If not, enter the correct schema passwords. The tests are run
and the results given. The Advanced Configuration screen appears. The Administration Server screen appears.
The default values will be appropriate for most cases. The Managed Servers screen appears. The Listen
address is All Local Addresses. The Clusters screen appears. Default entries will be acceptable in most cases,
unless adding new clusters is desirable. The Assign Servers to Clusters screen appears. However, if new
managed servers were added in the previous step, they should be added to the cluster here. The Coherence
Clusters screen appears. The Machines screen appears. Add a machine, for example: The Assign Servers to
Machines screen appears. Development Configuration can be used for development mode where sufficient
system resources are not available. To do this, follow these steps: This will configure AdminServer with
reports. The rest of the steps are the same as before. One ReportsTools component is compulsory. Reports
Server and Reports Bridge are optional. This configuration is not supported for use with production,
multi-user environments. It is further not recommended in cases where sufficient system resources are
available. This configuration should only be used on development environments where adequate resources
such as system memory are limited. Oracle Forms is not supported for use in this configuration. The System
Components screen appears. You can add additional Forms or other System Component instances on this
screen for extend domain scenario. For example, if adding OHS, it would appear here. The Assign System
Components screen appears. In case of extend domain scenario; assign the Forms System Component to the
relevant Machine. The Configuration Summary screen appears. The Configuration Progress screen appears.
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2: OraFAQ Forum: Reports & Discoverer Â» Arabic Language not show in oracle reports 11G
When my form calls reports and the new browser opens. In the URL it picks the wrong Report Server Port (). My Forms
Server Port is and Report Server Port is

Runtime execution of Reports shifts down a record in the placeholder coulmn values D. This can lead to
stability issues if not noticed in time. This section highlights such scenarios, explains the issues, how you can
identify such patterns, take corrective measures, and gather sufficient information to raise such issues with
Oracle Support Services. To begin with, it is important to understand how Reports Server identifies duplicate
jobs. When a job is submitted to Reports Server, it checks whether a similar job exists in its job queue. If it
finds a currently running job that is the same as the submitted job, then Reports Server considers the submitted
job a duplicate job and the currently running job as the master job. Reports Server does not execute the
duplicate job; instead, it waits for the master job to finish and passes the same output to the duplicate job.
Although an idle engine is available, the duplicate job is not submitted to the engine. This is expected behavior
and does not mean that the request is hanging. In addition to the Solutions provided in this section, refer to
Section Scalability improvements in Oracle Reports 10g Release 2 Problem 1 Master job "hangs" before
finishing. Solution 1 If a master job hangs for some reason, then the next duplicate job in line is made the
master job. Check the engineResponseTimeOut attribute in the engine element of the rwserver. Set this
attribute judiciously to avoid server instability. This enables Reports Server to automatically detect and
recover from this type of hanging situation. You can also use the showjobs command to end the hanging job
and allow Reports Server to continue processing other requests. For information about the showjobs
command, see Section A. For example, consider a scenario where you have a set of reports. The largest report
takes a maximum of 5 minutes to run. In this case, you can set engineResponseTimeOut to 5 minutes. When
an engine is executing the job, the engine updates the server with the latest status, such as formatting page 1,
2, and so on. If Reports Server does not receive any update from the engine for more than 5 minutes, it is
assumed that the engine is hanging and therefore, Reports Server stops the engine. If you have interactive jobs
as well as scheduled and batch jobs, it is good practice to start one server for interactive jobs and one for batch
and scheduled jobs. Enable server tracing and logging see Section When you enable logging, you can see the
failed job reports in the reports. Identify the report that is failing or causing the engine to hang. Enable engine
diagnostic logging by modifying the engine element to include the diagnosis property in the rwserver. Report
the hang to Oracle Support Services with the following information: Engine diagnostic output when the hang
is reproduced. Report definition file so that Oracle Support Services can reproduce the problem. Problem 2
Reports Server stops responding or crashes when running report requests, exhibited by any of the following:
When a job is submitted through a browser, the browser seems to hang no response. A job is not submitted to
an engine although the engine is idle. Web commands do not work and the browser times out after some time.
Scheduled jobs are not run. Solution 2 Restart Reports Server to attempt to recover from this problem. If the
problem persists, report it to Oracle Support Services with the following information: Approximate load on
Reports Server at the time of the hang. Thread dump of Reports Server, which you can obtain as follows: This
command writes the thread information to the console output. To redirect the thread information and error
streams from the console to a file, modify the rwserver. This example is for the UNIX k shell. The code may
be slightly different if you are using some other shell. The in-process Reports Server failed to start. When the
standalone server is started, it shuts down immediately. Solution 3 Enable tracing see Section Reports Server
has failed to initialize one of the pluggable data sources or destinations. Correct the configuration for the
pluggable data source PDS or destination and restart Reports Server. The engine has failed to start. This file
must contain the following lines: If the CinitEngine return value in the file is negative, then it represents an
error in initializing the Reports Engine. Problem 4 Reports Engine crashes or hangs when running report
requests. Solution 4 Case 1: Consider the scenario where Reports Server is running thousands of reports every
day, printing reports, and publishing them to the Web. In this scenario, the browser may wait for the response
and eventually time out. Even Web commands to see the job queue may not work. Turn on tracing see Section
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These lines indicate a hang when Reports Server is trying to write the report to a network drive: Engine
rwEng-0 state is: Job 15 status is: Current cache capacity is In this trace file, note the following: A job with ID
15 is submitted at 6: The Finished successfully line is not present. This indicates that there is a problem with
the job. The following example shows a trace file for a job that finished successfully: Job 14 status is: Master
job 14 notify its duplicated jobs. Connection 1 is released In this trace file, after formatting the page 1, note
the following: The job finished successfully at 6: All jobs must contain these lines in the Reports Server trace
files. A missing event or abrupt end means that the job has not finished successfully and is a potential cause
for the hang. Consider the scenario where the following error displays: Engine rwEng-0 crashed, job Id: A
typical crash resembles the following in the Reports Server trace file: Job 17 status is: Master job 17 notify its
duplicated jobs. The engine trace file ends abruptly whenever the engine crashes. Identify the report that is
causing the engine crash. You can do this by identifying the job ID. In the preceding examples, the engine
crashed while running jobid This line contains the complete command line that includes the report name also.
Enable tracing and engine diagnosis. Run the problematic report multiple times to reproduce the crash. When
the crash is reproduced, pass on the trace files and diagnosis output to Oracle Support Services for analysis.
Oracle Reports has caught an internal exception. Contact Oracle Support Services for additional assistance.
Problem 1 The Cause and Action in the help topic for REP do not contain enough information to effectively
identify and diagnose the problem. Solution 1 With Oracle Reports 10g Release 2 Failed to parse server
config file. XML syntax is wrong. Correct the server config file and start the server. Decrypt call failed on the
element. Please make sure encrypted attribute is set properly for the element. Please check and correct the
configuration for the destination. Solution 2 Refer to Note Problem 3 REP displays when running report
requests. Solution 3 Refer to Note Solution 4 With Oracle Reports 10g Release 2
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3: oracle11g - Oracle 11g Report Problem - Stack Overflow
A report is running fine on Oracle forms and reports 10g but when same code is compiled in 11g it is not able to fetch
data, it shows a blank report in pdf format.

This question has been deleted. This question has been undeleted. We used an external Oracle 12c database for
storing CMS data. Everything seemed to be OK and all the services were up and running. We could verify this
by logging into the CMC as administrator. We have not installed any additional drivers or clients until that
moment. We used the option Use custom database logon information specified hereoption and filled in the DB
details ourselves and selected the Oracle driver type, and it still failed. We created a TNS entry for the service
name that is being referenced in the report, but without luck. This report is trying to connect to a 11g database.
The database connectivity itself works without issues from the application server to the database. We verified
this using telnet, tnsping and sqlplus. We searched around for a solution and found that we also need to install
a bit Oracle client to run the report as can be found here , here and a lot of other places. So we installed Oracle
12c 32 bit client and then created duplicate environment variables with 32 postfix as suggested here , here and
a lot of other support tickets. ORA is the same for both bit and bit clients. Attached is the report database
configuration as seen on CMC rpt-db-config. NCS Library binary is not found. TraceLog message 2
0ad53acb-bcb4-f33a-d23f9ffd 10 10 TraceLog message 2 1eabab-0bdbbd45e0b2c0 TraceLog message 6
bdcf29ec4d0eb3a15 We have the following questions: There seem to be a lot of confusion when it comes to
connecting to Oracle database from Crystal Reports installed on Linux. Browsing through similar tickets, we
saw different people proposing different solutions for seemingly the same problem. We would like to suggest
you to come up with a document that could help us setup our environment within a day and get to working
instead of trying to fight issues, we are not supposed to. Thank you in advance. Please let us know in case you
need additional information.
4: Oracle 11g Problem "form buider crashes showing 'A problem has - Microsoft Community
Hey friends i am using Oracle 11G. I wanted to generate reports for printing, SO i write this script rem Employee Salary
Report set headsep! ttitle 'Salary Report' btitle 'From Employees' col.

5: Fonts in Oracle Reports 11g - Stack Overflow
Hi every one. I am trying to install Oracle Forms & Forms 11g R2 and having problem of domain creating being failed
again and again. When I see the domain location, the domain has been created but installation fails.

6: Installing and Configuring Oracle Forms and Reports
(The problem may stem from this. Oracle reports 11g using wrong font when producing multi page report. 1. Finding a
font's full name with modifiers (as shown in.

7: Oracle reports 11g using wrong font when producing multi page report - Stack Overflow
Hi all, I am facing the listed problem since changing my OS Windows 7 to Windows Recently I have installed windows
10 on my PC and also installed Oracle 11g Release 2 on it.

8: Reports 11g: REP / REP "Authentication Failed" Although SSO is Disabled
Oracle Reports Builder is the report-building component of Oracle Reports, a powerful enterprise reporting tool that
enables you to rapidly develop and deploy sophisticated Web and paper reports against any data source (including an
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Oracle database, JDBC, XML, and text files).

9: Problems and Solutions
Note: Scalability improvements in Oracle Reports 10 g Release 2 () and 11 g Release 2 () improve the stability of
Reports Server to ensure report requests complete successfully.
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